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organizations are an important part of some peoples lives. Why are

groups or organizations important to people? Use specific reasons

and examples to explain your answer.Last month, Lisa, a Chinese

immigrant in Canada, held a party to celebrate her successful

acceptation to the Engineer Association. It is great news for her,

because she knows that the membership is a “passport” to

continue her professional job in the new country. Lisa’s experience

is just an example of the influence of organizations. Organizations

are becoming more and more important in people’s lives.

Memberships bring people bright future, offer opportunity to realize

their values, and foster their leisure time. To begin with, some

organizations set threshold for the specific fields such as medication

and care, so the membership is the only way to begin career. Many

immigrants who used to be an experienced and trained nurse come

to Canada where hospitals lack a large number of nurses or care staff,

but they cannot continue their career in this country, since they are

not members of the professional associationregistered nurse

association. Becoming a member of this organization is those people

’s dream. Furthermore, The recognized memberships also speed

up people’s career. For example, those who are a Charted

Accountant have more opportunities to be promoted or to choose

their desired fields than their financial counterparts. Next, the



organizations help members realize their values. The purpose of

some institutes is to contribute to the society, and these values attract

those people who hold the similar values. By campaigning activities

and spreading their values to the public, the institutes help their

members satisfy values. Save us, a volunteer organization that intends

to preserve the extinct animals, gives lectures in the university and

government early year since it was founded. In turn, more and more

students participate in this activity, and government grants more

money into this project. Its members fulfill their value when they are

doing their jobs. In addiction, some organizations also provide their

members with funs. People join some groups because they can share

their interest with other members. Soccer, the most popular sport in

the world, bring its fans together. These fans can shout or cry to

display their emotion during the game, and the groups create the

exiting sphere that results from the group effect. People enjoy their

leisure time in these kinds of groups. Therefore, organizations play

an important role in people’s lives, not just because of the rights

that facilitate members’ career, but also because of the obligation

that can satisfy their values and the funs of the participation. The

organizations will affect people more in the future. 100Test 下载频
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